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EDITORIAL: You have a right to my opinion!
It has been a very long time between drinks for Hyou Michi but
these are happy times for lovers of Master Kam Hock HOE’s jujutsu.
The great news is that there has been a reconnection between
Master Raymond LEA, our headmaster and his long ago training
partner Master Aridas “Ari” SELVARAJ, headmaster of the Kokusai
Jujutsu Zaidan International Jujutsu Foundation (IJF)
In July Master Lea and one of his seniors, John COLLETT Shihan that
would be me! Met with a small group of Master Ari’s students on the
Gold Coast for afternoon tea and a sharing of “war stories” and
other wild tales.
Then in September Master Lea and yours truly presented a seminar
on kuastsu to a group of IJF members from the Byron Shire dojo in
New South Wales and from the Gold Coast dojo Lead by Shaun
TAYLOR the IJF lead instructor in Australia. A good day with good
people.
A short issue this time but more to come!
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Remember, budo is like life. You have to be in it!
Train often, train hard, train smart.

SERIAL NO:

F003

NAME:

FOREARM WHEEL
ZENPAKUSEN
前膊拈

REFERENCE: NOT IN “JUJUTSU AND KUATSU” BY
MASTER KAM HOCK HOE AND GRAHAM RENNIE 1974

CATEGORY: !
"
!
"
"

Forward
Sacrificial
Cyclonic
Come Along
Winding

"
"
"
"
!

Reverse
Flying
Take down
Lifting
Locking

This throw takes it’s name quite literally from the mechanical aspect of
the throw, which is to control SEMETE’S 攻め⼿ The attacker’s forearm and then
spin or “wheel” them around to throw them to the ground.
Forearm Wheel is a very simple throw to learn and as it requires no
weight bearing and uses cyclonic or centripital power it is an excellent
technique for the older or slighter JUJUTSUAN 柔術家 Jujutsuka - Jujutsu practitioner
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DESCRIPTION:

TORITE

取り⼿ The defender

other in MIGI SEIJOU NO KAMAE

and

SEMETE

攻め⼿ The attacker

face each

正 常 Normal right foot forward Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu Posture

Seijou no Kamae

1

Semete steps forward and strikes at torite’s chest with MIGI CHOKU-ZUKI
右直突き Right Straight punch.

2

Torite

取り⼿ The defender

steps forward and slightly outside semete with

the left foot, AYUMI-ASHI 歩み⾜ Natural step through and deflects and captures
the attack with HIDARI KONTE-DORI* 左基本混⼿捕り Left handed “Brush/trap”

At the completion of konte-dori torite’s left hand should be near
semete’s elbow and the right hand should be at semete’s wrist.
*

Konte-dori consists of a lead-hand

NAGASHI-UKE

回流し受け

Flowing Palm

followed by the trailing-hand “brushing” up under the leadhand into KAKI-TE 鈎⼿ Hooking hand trap

deflection

Kaki-te is a grip that tends to spiral towards the little finger, it is not
dissimilar to the method of holding a JO 杖 100-120cm staff for a thrust or a
KATANA

⼑ Japanese sword of the samurai
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Nagashi-uke

Kaki-te
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3

Torite folds semete’s hand at
the wrist into a lock similar to
鎌⼿詰 American Police Lock
KAMATE-ZUME
like “Goose-neck”

while simultaneously drawing
semete’s elbow to his Torite’s
chest and pulling semete’s
forearm
into
a
vertical
formation.
Close up of the wrist lock

Semete’s forearm must be held tightly to the chest making it as if it is
part of torite’s body.
At this point continue to apply the lock for control.

4

Torite now places his right foot
between semete’s two feet.
Close to semete’s right foot is best
but anywhere between the two
feet will work.
Outside semete’s feet is not
practical as it causes a break in
torite’s balance as the throw
progresses through the final stage. Close up of the foot position
At his point the two right legs, semete’s forearm and torite’s chest act
like an axel around which semete will be rotated as he is thrown.

5

Torite pulls semete in tight, keeps his back straight and swings his left
leg in an arc behind his right leg so that he turns about 80o - 90o
counter clockwise.
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6

While turning it is possible to sense the point at which semete starts
falling. At this point continue to hold semete’s forearm in tight and
bend forward slightly at the waist to accelerate semete’s fall.

7

Keep a firm grip on semete’s wrist

GAKUEN

岳圧 A firm but not sharp grip

. Once

semete is falling quickly change posture by stepping in with the left
leg and out with the right, swinging the right leg behind a little and
drawing semete’s arm across your left thigh to lock the elbow for
submission. With practice the lock will be applied before semete hits
the ground!

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS:

For safety in training ensure that the lock is
“eased” after semete submits by tapping.
In a self-defence situation throw semete as the situation demands but
only use such force as is absolutely necessary.

VARIATIONS:

While executing Zenpakusen it is possible to strike semete

with MIGI KAGE-ZUKI 右鈎突き

Right handed hook punch

or with MIGI MAWASHI EMPI-UCHI 右回

し猿臂打 Right handed round-house elbow strike

THANKS TO: ROMI GYERGYAK AND LEIGH FINCH FOR DEMONSTRATING ZENPAKUSEN
Hyou Michi –the Panther’s Way
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SCIENTIFICALLY SPEAKING: THE BRAIN AND EXERCISE
CHRIS CLAYTON Shihan

We all know that exercise is good for us, it has been said that fit people
deal with stress better, think clearer, learn more effectively and so on. On
one hand it is that simple, on the other remains important to understand
where the balance is. To find the balance, we first need to develop an
understanding of how the brain and exercise mutually affect each other.

For example, did you know that vitamins that we take can also be toxic
to us if we exceed the limits of what we need, even oxygen at too high a
concentration can potentially be dangerous to cellular health. Exercise is
no different, movement is in our essence, it is what we are designed to
do, but not to the point where it becomes toxic to us. More is not more,
too little is just as bad. High performance training is great and well worth
the journey, we just do not need to try for PB’s Personal Bests in the same
movement arena every day. In order to improve we need to make sure
the recovery (active recovery is probably the best, as we all know) is
absolutely complete before doing it all again. So what am I getting at?
What does exercise have to do with cellular health of the brain? The
answer is pretty much everything, the brain can change the body, and
the body can change the brain, they are one continuity. In martial arts,
we speak about mind, body and spirit, sometimes it sounds like they are
three separate things, and to some degree that is probably true. I would
like to think that they are more like one thing that has three sections. In
the case of this article that’s how I would like you to perceive the
mind/body relationship, one amazing component of the human state,
with two descriptors.

LOW LEVEL AEROBIC EXERCISE HELPS US LEARN NEW SKILLS
Studies show that low-level aerobic training, promotes several positive
outcomes within the brain itself. One being that the right kind of exercise
stimulus will produce a particular compound in the micro environment of
the brains cells. This compound is called BDNF Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor.
This is like a super growth agent for the garden of our brain, particularly
the hippocampus.
What is the hippocampus? For this to make sense we need to quickly talk
about the role of the hippocampus within the organ of the brain.
Hyou Michi –the Panther’s Way
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“The hippocampus is associated mainly with memory, in particular longterm memory. The organ also plays an important role in spatial
navigation and the regulation of emotion. Experts generally agree that
the hippocampus plays a role in the formation of new memories and in
the detection of new surroundings, occurrences and stimuli”. Dr Ananya
Mandal MD
What BDNF does for us is it enhances synaptic transmission, modulates
our synaptic plasticity and also promotes synaptic growth. Basically, it
improves the quality of transmission when we fire our neurons in learning,
training.
But what is a synapse?

“Information from one neuron flows to another neuron across a synapse.
The synapse contains a small gap separating neurons.
The synapse consists of: a presynaptic ending that contains
neurotransmitters, mitochondria and other cell organelles. A
postsynaptic ending that contains receptor sites for neurotransmitters.”
So when we exercise with low to moderate intensity that is enough to get
us perspiring and elevate our heart rate, it helps us greatly with learning
new skills via the Hippocampus and the amazing BDNF. As martial artists we aim and
train to learn new martial skills every week. So, in short when you might
be encouraged to start some form of cardio as part of your martial arts
training, you are giving yourself the opportunity to improve your fitness,
but just as importantly, if not more so, you are improving your brain at the
cellular level. This also reemphasises why a good warm up is most useful
prior to a skills and drills training session, because we are setting ourselves
up for learning success.
”It is important to note that while aerobic exercise can help us learn, the
best learning is achieved after the aerobic activity.” Studies have shown
that complex learning conducted under the duress of high intensity
exercise produces poor results in retention of information.
On a side note, a good warm up starts out as a general warm up and
then can be tailored to be specific to the skill sets being trained. Task
specific warm ups can assist in getting the best results.
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NEW BRAIN CELLS ANYONE?
Any motor skill more complicated than walking has to be learned, and
hence causes the brain to adapt. Low to moderate aerobic exercise
can not only improve the hippocampus’ ability to learn, it can also
stimulate the brain to generate new blank stem cells, this is called
neurogenesis and it can happen in the hippocampus and the
cerebellum. At this stage neurogenesis in the hippocampus is thought to
be stimulated more from aerobic based activity, walking or running, but
other activities may well have the same effect. It is just that walking and
running have been the focus areas of research thus far. It is important to
mention that the hippocampus is recognised as the part of the brain
most affected by illnesses such as dementia and Parkinson’s. We can
assist this part of the brain to become more resilient and create new
brain cells by exercising in smart ways. Neurogenesis in the cerebellum
appears to be stimulated by coordination and balance drills (martial arts
being a great example).
During exercise FGF-2 Fibroblast Growth Factor and VEGF Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor
are produced via contraction of the muscle tissue, hence the body
changing the brain. The brain itself also produces the FGF-2, VEGF and
IGF-1 Insulin Growth Factor and via a very complex system the brain activates
stem cell division. This stem cell production occurs especially well as an
outcome of exercise. If we fire the axon of that new brain cell within 28
days we get to keep it, how exciting.

“Even more exciting is the finding that engaging in a program of regular
exercise of moderate intensity over six months or a year is associated
with an increase in the volume of selected brain regions,” says Dr. Scott
McGinnis, a neurologist at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and an
instructor in neurology at Harvard Medical School.
Once we have produced these new blank brain cells, we can actually
allocate them to the neural patterns through training. Now that is not to
say that all of them get allocated to doing what you want them to do,
Hyou Michi –the Panther’s Way
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but it is exciting to think that we can produce brain cells and utilise them
for the things we like to do such as martial arts, which in turn will help us
produce even more new cells and so on. Maybe that’s why so many of
us think about martial arts 24/7, perhaps we just keep allocating as many
of the new brain cells we can to our martial training.
If we think back to our early days in training, it is quite possible that we
were a little awkward and faltered a little here and there. When these
falters happen, they kick the circuits connecting the prefrontal cortex,
basal ganglia and cerebellum into gear and then we have the potential
to improve our precision. Repetition will improve the quality and speed of
our neural circuitry. “Remember in this process we are firing the axon of
some of our new brain cells for the first time and if we develop that new
neural pattern well, we can use these new kids on the block within those
new pathways.”
Don't take repetition as meaning excessive numbers of movement, but
rather the quality of the repetition. Those clever ancient masters gave us
one of the best tools for achieving this brain development – Kata. Kata is
one of the many great training tools for the brain that martial art training
offers us.

TRAINING IS A FORM OF STRESS
Most things in our daily environment are actually slightly toxic in some
way Dust, certain foods, chemicals etc. We as humans are not immune to this
toxicity, we build up resilience to it, and it actually makes us stronger at
the cellular level, as long as it does exceed our cells ability to manage
and recover from the stress it provides to our system Chronic allergies. So there
are good stressors and bad stressors, the good help us grow stronger, the
bad exceed our ability to cope and cause damage to our cells.
Stress is the same, if we had no stress at all we would be fine and dandy
until real stress occurred, then it could be highly dangerous to our
systems, and we would have no resilience to it. Exercise itself actually
stresses our system somewhat including our brains cells, and given that
we take the time to recover from it we will be more resilient for the
experience. It’s a bit like the breaking down of muscle protein and letting
it heal to become stronger.
If we constantly stress our system through high levels of intense exercise
(or anything else for that matter) without recovery we then can take
ourselves down paths that can lead to all sorts of issues. So stressing our
system can be very good for us, intensity should be built up over time,
zero to hero does not allow for sustainability. We MUST MUST MUST
recover from the effects of that stress for it to be useful to our cells.
At the cellular stress/recovery level it can take place on three levels
Oxidative stress, Metabolic stress and excitotoxic stress states J. Ratey
MD.
Hyou Michi –the Panther’s Way
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Long term high levels of stress can be damaging to the brains cell, and is
called neurodegeneration which underlies diseases like Parkinsons and
Alzeimers as discussed and many more. Please note there are many
factors relating to these diseases I am only talking about one factor in a
very complex environment.
I am not a doctor so if you have concerns in these areas, please go see
one.

BALANCE IS THE TAKE HOME MESSAGE
The good news is, we can use exercise particularly low level aerobic
training to bring back some of the balance. Remember more is not
more, being stressed and going to the gym and smashing it out is stress
on top of stress. Go for a walk or a slow run, let the system balance then
you will be in a better place to train. If you like to train hard, no worries I
understand, I like to train hard too, just allow recovery and your body
and your brain cell will be more resilient and probably love you for it.
If you like this article let John Collett Shihan know, and maybe I will
follow it with fight or flight and adrenalisation? – WE NEED THAT ARTICLE –
Ed.
Chris Clayton Shihan
Chris Shihan and his wife Maree Sempai are both KMI/Anatomy Trains
Structural Integrators and operate their own clinic in Toowoomba QLD.
They both hold multiple qualifications in areas including KMI/ATSI Structural Integration, Anatomy Trains in Training, Movement Therapy,
Dips Fitness and Sport Coaching as well as being on Hanshi’s Research
and Development Team. They are also on the Anatomy Trains Australia
and NZ Teaching Team on their way to becoming fully certified teachers
within that organisation.
Chris Shihan also currently teaches Certificates 3 and 4 Fitness and First
Aid for YMCA Brisbane.
https://www.anatomytrainsaustralia.com/
Chris Shihan has two Dojo on the Darling Downs in Queensland and also
teaches Tino CEBERANO Hanshi’s F.E.W. Filipino Elusive Warrior System. along
with Remco Speekenbrink Renshi in the Toowoomba area.
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NAME:
CELESTIAL ISLET
CHINESE: ZHONGZHU
JAPANESE: CHUSHO
ACUPUNCTURE: SJ-3
KANJI:

中渚

CLASSIFICATIONS
Shu-Stream and Wood point
Mother point of the Sanjiao
channel
Trigger
point
(Travell
&
Simons, 1998, Trigger Point
Manual)

LOCATION
On the dorsum of the hand, in the depression just proximal to the fourth
and fifth metacarpo-phalangeal joints.
Locate with the hand resting in a loose fist.
May also be located as the apex of an equilateral triangle formed by
this point the prominences of the metacarpo-phalangeal joints of the
little and ring fingers.

NEEDLING
Perpendicular or oblique insertion directed proximally, 0.5 - 1 cun

TCM Actions
•
•
•
•

Clears heat
Benefits the ears
Clears the head and eyes
Activates the channel and alleviates pain
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TCM INDICATIONS
•

•

•

Tinnitus, deafness, earache, one-sided headache, pain of the
temples, dizziness, redness and pain of the eyes, superficial visual
obstruction, throat painful obstruction
Itching of the body and face, red face, red face with absence of
sweating, febrile disease, febrile disease with headache, chills
and fever, aversion to wind and cold, chronic malaria, mania
Inability to flex and extend the fingers, redness, swelling and pain of the
elbow and upper arm extending into the shoulder, numbness of the four
limbs, pain of the spine and the level of the Heart

NEUROANATOMY
SUPERFICIAL INNERVATION:
DERMATOME SEGMENT:

Ulnar nerve from C8 and T1
C7, C8

TRIGGER POINT ASSOCIATIONS
MUSCLE:
MYOTOME INNERVATION:

Fourth dorsal interosseous
Deep branch of the ulnar nerve (C8/T1)

PAIN REFERRAL PATTERN
To side of affected finger

INDICATIONS
•

•

•

Tinnitus, deafness, earache, one-sided headache, pain of the
temples, dizziness, redness and pain of the eyes, superficial visual
obstruction, throat painful
Itching of the body and face, red face, red face with absence of
sweating, febrile disease, febrile disease with headache, chills
and fever, aversion to wind and cold, chronic malaria, mania
Inability to flex and extend the fingers, redness, swelling and pain
of the elbow and upper arm extending into the shoulder,
numbness of the four limbs, pain of the spine at the level of the
Heart

Commentary
The Sanjiao channel both encircles and enters the ear, and ZHONGZHU

中渚

is one of the most important distal points for treating ear disorders due
to any pathology. Tinnitus and deafness may be differentiated into six
main patterns:
i.
Attack by exterior pathogenic wind
ii.
Uprising of Liver fire or Liver yang
iii.
Obstruction of the ear by phlegmdamp or phlegm-heat
iv.
Kidney deficiency
v.
Spleen and Stomach deficiency
vi.
Traumatic injury or exposure to sudden or persistent loud noise.
SJ-3
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Zhongzhu

中 渚 SJ-3

is particularly suited to treating the first two patterns

(exterior wind and Liver disharmony). This is because, like most distal
points of the Sanjiao channel, it is able to expel exterior pathogens, and
also as the wood point of the Sanjiao channel it can assist in descending
Liver fire or Liver yang which have transmitted to the shaoyang channel.
Due to the intimate relationship of the Sanjiao channel with the ear,
however, the application of Zhongzhu 中渚 SJ-3 extends to the treatment of
any pattern of tinnitus and deafness, especially when due to excess.
Zhongzhu 中渚 SJ-3 is equally important as a distal point in the treatment of
disorders such as earache, otitis media and blockage of the ears
following a head cold. In blockage of the ears during or following flying,
Zhongzhu 中渚 SJ-3 may be massaged or needled whilst the patient pinches
their nose shut and attempts to blow through it.
When heat or fire, whether of internal or external origin, harass the
Sanjiao channel in the upper body, there may be one-sided headache,
pain of the temples, dizziness, redness, swelling and pain of the eyes,
throat painful obstruction and red face. In all these situations Zhongzhu 中
渚 SJ-3

will help lower and clear the excess heat.

According to the Spiritual Pivot *1 “Taiyang is the opening, yangming is
the closing and shaoyang is the pivot”. In the six channel differentiation
of fevers expounded in the Treatise on Injury by Cold, the shaoyang level
is the pivot between the interior and the exterior, and shaoyang pattern
occurs when the pathogenic factor is trapped between these two levels.
The characteristic symptoms of this “halfinterior, half-exterior” pattern are
distinct phases of fever alternating with chills (typified by malaria). The
Sanjiao shaoyang channel belongs to fire, and many of its points are
effective in reducing fever. Zhongzhu 中渚 SJ-3 is indicated for chills and
fever, fever accompanied by headache, and especially for chronic
malarial fever.
According to the Classic of Difficulties*2 shu-stream points are indicated
for heaviness of the body and pain of the joints. Zhongzhu 中渚 SJ-3 is an
important point to circulate the Qi of the channel and is indicated in the
treatment of pain of the shoulder and elbow, pain of the spine (at the
level of the Heart), numbness of the four limbs and inability to flex and
extend the fingers.
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COMBINATIONS
•

DEAFNESS: Zhongzhu 中渚 SJ-3, WAIGUAN 外關
聽會 GB-2

, TINGGONG 聽宮 SI-19, HEGU 合⾕

ZHONGCHONG 中衝
•

⾨ SJ-21

, BAIHUI

HOUXI

後谿 SI-3

SHENSHU 腎俞
•

液⾨ SJ-2

, Tinggong

, LUOQUE

, Wangu

, Tinggong 聽

腕⾻ SI-4

聽宮 SI-19

絡卻 UB-8

, YEMEN

, Tinghui

, YANGXI

液⾨ SJ-2

陽谿 LI-5

聽會 GB-2

, ERMEN

前⾕ SI-2

, QIANGU

, Shangyang

⽿

商陽 LI-1

,

and

(Great Compendium *5)

EAR PAIN, DEAFNESS
Yemen

中渚 SJ-3

天容 SI-17

(Thousand Ducat Formulas *4)

GB-2

百會 GV-20

UB-23

TINGHUI

(Precious Mirror *3)

and Tinghui 聽會

TINNITUS: Zhongzhu

SJ-22,

SHANGYANG 商陽 LI-1 and

DEAFNESS AND TINNITUS: Zhongzhu 中渚 SJ-3, TIANRONG
宮 SI-19

•

PC-9

LI-4,

ERHELIAO 和髎

SJ-5,

AND TINNITUS:

, TIANCHUANG

Zhongzhu

天窗 SI-16

中渚 SJ-3

•
•

(Supplementing Life *6)
Throat Pain: Zhongzhu

•

(Thousand Ducat Formulas *4)
SWELLING OF THE THROAT: Zhongzhu

•

(Supplementing Life *6)
CHRONIC MALARIA: Zhongzhu 中渚 SJ-3, Shangyang

中 渚

中 渚 SJ-3

陽谿 LI-5

and Yangxi

Ducat Formulas *4)
VISUAL DIZZINESS: Zhongzhu

, ZHIGOU

⽀ 溝 SJ-6

中 渚

(Great Compendium *5)
MALARIA WITH GENERALISED FEVER: Zhongzhu

and NEITING
and TAIXI

SJ-3

商陽 LI-1

,

, (Thousand

頭 臨 泣

and TOULINQI

SJ-3

關衝 SJ-1

, GUANCHONG

GB-15

内 庭 ST-44

太 谿

KD-3

and QIUXU

丘墟

GB-40

•

SHAOHAI
•

Shangyang
AND

商 陽

LI-1

SJ-5

, Shousanli

⼿三⾥ LI-10

中渚 SJ-3

陰都
三 間

, QUCHI

KD-19,
LI-3

曲池 LI-

(Great Compendium *5)

Pain of the elbow, at times cold: Zhongzhu
關衝 SJ-1

, YINDU

and SANJIAN

FINGERS: Zhongzhu

SHOUSANLI ⼿三⾥ LI-10 and Waiguan 外關

Guanchong
•

HE-3,

(Supplementing Life *6)
INABILITY TO BEND THE ELBOW
11,

•

少 海

中 渚 SJ-3

中渚 SJ-3

, YANGGU

, Quchi

陽⾕ SI-5

曲池 LI-11

,

and Chize

LU-5 (Thousand Ducat Formulas *4)
CONTRACTION OF THE FIVE FINGERS WITH INABILITY TO FLEX AND EXTEND:
Zhongzhu 中渚 SJ-3 and WANGU 腕⾻ SI-4 (Thousand Ducat Formulas *4)
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HAKUDA KENPO APPLICATION
This point is best impacted by rubbing it with a small, hard weapon, for
example the point of the knuckle of
beak fist

or the point of a SHOBO 掌棒

KEIKO-KEN

Palm Stick

鶏⼝拳 Single knuckle or chicken

to cause sharp pain.

This is a wood and shu stream point and may cause a reaction on the
hearing when struck.
It will also help in the execution of a finger locks making this lock work
much better causing more damage.
It may also have an affect on the sides of the body, so striking this point
while difficult, may cause the attacker to buckle at the side setting up a
strike to the side of the body at say, GB-25 causing great internal
damage and possibly a loss of consciousness.

REFERENCES
*1 The LINGSHU JING

靈樞經

also known as DIVINE PIVOT, SPIRITUAL PIVOT, or

NUMINOUS PIVOT, is an ancient Chinese medical text the earliest version
of which is thought to have been compiled in the 1st century BCE on
the basis of earlier texts. It is one of two parts of a larger medical work
known as the HUANGDI NEIJING ⿈帝內經 Inner Canon of Huangdi or Yellow Emperor's Inner
The other section, which is more commonly used in Traditional
Chinese Medicine, is known as the SUWEN 素問 Basic Questions
Canon

*2 The HUANGDI BASHIYI NANJING

⿈帝⼋⼗⼀難經

also known as THE HUANG

EMPEROR'S CANON OF EIGHTY-ONE DIFFICULT ISSUES, often referred to simply
as the NAN JING 難經 Difficulties, is one of the classics of Traditional Chinese
Medicine TCM. Written in the late Han Dynasty, the Nan Jing is so
named because its 81 chapters seek to clarify enigmatic statements
made in the Huangdi Neijing.
*3 SIYUAN YUJIAN
ZHU SHIJIE

四元⽟鉴 Jade (Precious) Mirror of the Four Unknowns

朱世杰

written in 1303 by

is his most important work. With this book, Zhu brought

Chinese algebra to its highest level. The first four of the 288 problems
for solution illustrate his method of the four unknowns. He shows how
to convert a problem stated verbally into a system of polynomial
equations up to 14th order by using up to four unknowns; 天: Heaven, 地:
Earth, ⼈: Man, 物: Matter, and then how to reduce the system to a
single polynomial equation in one unknown by successive elimination
of unknowns.
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*4 QIAN JIN YI FANG 千⾦翼⽅ Supplement to the Formulas of a Thousand Gold Worth (Thousand
Ducat Formulas)

was written by SUN SIMIAO

孫思邈

Died 682

was a famous

Traditional Chinese Medicine practitioner of the Sui and Tang Dynasty
periods. He was titled as China's King of Medicine 药王 Yaowang for his
significant contributions to Chinese Medicine and tremendous care
to his patients. He wrote that that medicine relies on the land. This
means that the overall environment where herbs are grown and
animals used in medicine are raised impacts their overall
effectiveness.
*5 The ZHEN

JIU DA CHENG

YANG JIZHOU

针灸⼤成 The Great Compendium of Acupuncture and Moxibustion

杨级州 1522‒1620

by

It discusses the origin of acupuncture and

ancient works on the subject, summarizes the experience of Chinese
historical practitioners, discusses the uses of the main and adjunct
acupuncture points, shows detailed knowledge of human anatomy
of the inner organs, and introduces the methodology of acupuncture
and its treatment of illnesses as well as various herbal medicines.
*6 The ZHEN JIU ZI SHENG JING 針灸資⽣經 The Classic of Supporting Life with Acupuncture and
Moxibustion

by WANG ZHIZHONG

王執中

Wang categorised not only the point

locations, and how to use the points with what method, but
systematically collated 196 disease patterns from the most exterior
down to the deepest levels, documenting multiple presentations and
treatments for each pattern. Lastly, Wang's primary focus was on
supporting or nourishing life through the use of these techniques, and
therefore there are a significant number of these treatments that
either use moxibustion as the primary treatment method, or use
moxibustion after the primary treatment method.
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